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2I. Abstract
Can statistical analysis of professional basketball players lead to a more efficient 
evaluation of a player’s worth?  Following the recent success of statistic-driven baseball 
franchises, many basketball executives and followers are beginning to mine the sport’s 
production in search of an all-encompassing player value rating.  Teams could thus 
exploit undervalued players, leading to increased team and fan welfare.  My thesis 
addresses this ongoing debate by examining various player and team statistics in the 
National Basketball Association (NBA).   While I find significant relationships between 
individual efficiency statistics and team success, I also discover the paramount 
importance of defensive statistics and balanced team payrolls.  This paper proposes a 
model that would help team executives find players who promote team efficiency, rather 
than individual production.
3II. Introduction
Three years ago, Michael Lewis published his novel Moneyball, in which he 
chronicled the success of the Oakland Athletics and in turn sparked an intense debate 
throughout Major League Baseball and its followers.  Lewis detailed the methodology 
behind Oakland’s improbable success as a small market franchise, particularly the 
approach of its general manager, Billy Beane.  Despite having one of the lowest payrolls
in baseball, the A’s were among the leaders in the win column. The team’s success was a 
result of using undervalued statistics, probability, and economic evidence to run the most 
efficient franchise in sports.  Following the A’s success, many other baseball franchises 
adopted Beane’s strategy, inciting a new trend in evaluating baseball players.  
While team executives, the media, and economists have argued the merits of 
statistic-driven baseball franchises, the topic has gotten little press in other sports because 
of its relative novelty.  In the last two years, various individuals have attempted to 
analyze professional basketball players in a similar light.  While their groundbreaking 
studies have revealed substantial evidence to support a “Moneyball” approach, the 
movement remains flawed and infantile.  The various statistics do not predict victories 
with the same success as Billy Beane’s Oakland A’s.  It is in this respect that I aim to 
build my own model to evaluate professional baske tball players and determine how
players contribute to a team’s success.  
The average value of a National Basketball Association (NBA) franchise is 
estimated in excess of $300 million (Badenhausen, 2004).  Teams’ extensive array of 
assets range from their stadiums to broadcasting contracts to merchandise sales.  Yet their 
most visible, volatile, and vital asset remain the players as they ultimately determine the 
4success of the franchise through wins and losses on the court.  Accordingly, teams devote 
a substantial portion of their financial resources to these players; the average NBA salary 
for the 2004 season was $4.9 million, while average team payroll exceeded $55.4 million
(Badenhausen, 2004). Similar to any business entity, the efficient allocation of the 
team’s resources and in particular the productivity of its labor, is critical to the 
franchise’s success.  
Since basketball, like baseball, offers myriad statistics on each player’s 
performance, statistical analysis is an effective approach to evaluate labor productivity.  
Which statistics to use however remain subjective as not one statistic will correctly 
predict team success or even measure all of the many contributions a player makes on the 
court.  While the newspaper’s box score exhibits a cursory depiction of a player’s 
previous game, statistical analysis must encompass more than distinct individual 
production. All too often, players are judged based on the amount of points they score, 
the number of assists they catalog, or the volume of rebounds they snatch.  Their 
unrecorded contributions are forgotten, if not ignored.  In order to measure the value of 
basketball players, including players’ undocumented production, one must blend 
individual statistics with team elements.
Thus, in an effort to build a reliable model quantifying team success, I plan to 
merge various individual statistics with team efficiency variables, salaries, and other 
independent factors through econometric techniques. In subsequent regression analysis, I 
intend to evaluate players’ salaries respective to their court production.  What statistical
qualities are NBA general managers investing in, and furthermore, do higher payrolls 
generate more victories?   Finally, I will examine the relative importance of offense 
5against defense and determine if teams could increase their chance for success by 
spending more in one or the other.
This paper proceeds with a discussion of the relevant statistical literature currently 
assessing professional basketball players.  Then, I continue with the theoretical 
foundation inherent to my analysis, and the limitations of current statistics.  In subsequent 
sections, I outline the empirical framework of my study, specifically stating the 
methodology and preliminary results leading to further models.  Finally, I move into 
regression analysis and the conclusion.
III. Existing Statistical Research
In the last few years, John Hollinger, Dan Rosenbaum, and Dean Oliver have 
pioneered the incipient stages of statistical analysis in the NBA.  Through their research, 
they have developed the most effective player ratings statistics and consequently 
formulate the basis for my analysis. Most recently, Hollinger created the “Player 
Efficiency Rating” (PER) to summarize each player’s individual statistical production
during a game.  The PER sums up all of a player’s positive accomplishments, subtracts 
the negative, and returns a per-minute rating of his performance.  It provides a value for 
each of the statistics on a player’s box score line, including: field goals, free throws, 
missed field goals, missed free throws, three-pointers, offensive rebounds, defensive 
rebounds, assists, steals, blocked shots, turnovers and personal fouls (Hollinger, 2005, pp. 
6).  It adjusts for differences in minutes played and teams’ pace (therefore negating the 
disparities between players on fast-paced teams relative to those on slow-paced clubs).
6The PER is limited in two respects.  First, as Hollinger notes, it cannot evaluate 
position defense as “there is nothing in the current statistical line for a player that gives a 
real strong indication of his on-ball defense” (Hollinger, 2005, pp. 9).  Hollinger fails to 
realize that the PER also doesn’t incorporate an adequate “teamwork” aspect that would 
measure team efficiency when that particular player is in the game.  The game of 
basketball is predicated upon successful teamwork; therefore, any player value model 
must include this feature. I aim to include a team facet in my model and in doing so, 
indirectly amend a portion of the PER’s “individual defense” limitation. 
Another leading statistician, Dan Rosenbaum, computed a plus/minus ratings 
system for all NBA players.  Since 2003, Rosenbaum and the website 82games.com have 
compiled a measure of how much point differentials change when a particular player is in 
the game versus when he is on the bench (Rosenbaum, 2004).  Rosenbaum’s logic 
assumed that teams should perform better when their good players are on the court as 
opposed to when they are not.  For example, if Tim Duncan has a rating of plus-17, his 
team scores 17 more points when he’s on the court as opposed to when he’s on the bench.  
While this system has been used in hockey for years, it has been ridiculed in the NBA,
because each player’s numbers are directly affected by his teammates on the court.  As 
Rosenbaum writes, “A weak starter on a team with exceptionally good starters (relative to 
bench players) will generally get a very good unadjusted plus/minus rating-regardless of 
their actual contribution to the team” (Rosenbaum, 2004). Furthermore, these ratings 
measure the value of a player relative to the players that substitute for him.  For example, 
if an exceptional starter had a similarly strong backup, his numbers would make him 
appear inferior to a solid starter with a weak replacement.  In order to adjust for the first 
7shortcoming, Rosenbaum developed an “adjusted” plus/minus rating in which he 
incorporated both game statistics and offensive and defensive efficiency ratings through 
an Ordinary Least Squares regression.  While I will not specifically use his plus/minus 
ratings, the team intuition aspect is integral to my analysis.
IV. Teammate Interaction
While the media tends to publicize basketball’s featured individual match-ups, the 
game hinges upon teammate interaction, oftentimes indiscernible to the casual observer.  
Moreover, many NBA insiders perpetually overlook this essential “team” component and 
view game statistics as either team or individual and not a combination of the two.  
Consequently, many teams reward the wrong players with the wrong contracts because of
errors in player evaluation while their team fails to succeed as a whole. Intuitively, a 
“good teammate” will raise the level of play of his supporting cast even though his 
individual box score may not reflect such an impact.  Thus, I am to build a player rating 
system that adjusts for the success of the team while that player is on the court and also
includes his “box score” accomplishments. How would one incorporate a team element 
into a player value rating and what statistic would one use?  The answer resides in the 
statistics measuring team efficiency and point production.  
In Moneyball, Michael Lewis wrote, “Runs were the money of baseball, the 
common denominator of everything that occurred on a field” (Lewis, 2003).  Points, like 
runs in baseball, are the “common denominator” of the basketball court.  They directly 
determine wins and losses and are the ultimate goal of all other measured statistics during 
the course of a game.  While individual points are essential to evaluate a particular 
8player’s impact, team points are a more valuable measure as they depict how well that 
player facilitates team success.  Dean Oliver, author of Basketball on Paper, and one of 
the foremost basketball statisticians writes, “Players don’t win games, teams do.  As a 
result, players shouldn’t look for their own points, they should look to maximize team 
points” (Oliver, 2004, pp. 144).
Offensive and defensive successes depend upon a team’s efficient use of 
possessions. Possessions are a simple measure of the number of times a team has the 
ball.1 Teams playing in the same game have relatively equal number of possessions, 
because if one team doesn’t have the ball, the other does.  Team pace statistics quantify
the average number of possessions a team uses each game.  Pace is integral to consider 
when evaluating players, because some teams play “faster” than others and therefore use 
more possessions, providing their players with more opportunities to accumulate 
statistical accomplishments. The more efficiently an offense uses their possessions, the 
more baskets they will score and the greater the offensive efficiency level; while the more 
they limit the opposing offense’s point production, the higher the team’s defensive 
efficiency rating.2 For my model, I assume that those teams that maximize their 
possessions, both on offense and defense, will generate a higher net efficiency (see below 
for formula) and thus more victories.   
Efficiency hinges upon teammate interaction, a very difficult variable to quantify.  
For example, imagine the following scenario detailing the infamous Utah Jazz pick-and-
roll from the 1990s.  Karl Malone, Utah’s bruising power forward, sets a pick on John 
Stockton’s defender, freeing the wiry point guard for a wide-open jump shot.  Stockton
1 Possessions = Team FGA + OR + TO + (FTA * 0.44)
2 Offensive Efficiency = Pts. Scored * (100 / Team Possessions); Defensive Efficiency = Pts. Allowed * 
(100 / Opponent Possessions); Net Efficiency = (Offensive Efficiency -  Defensive Efficiency)
9makes the shot, so he and the Utah Jazz are awarded two points.  While the box score will 
display Stockton’s made shot, it fails to account for Malone’s pick.  Stockton’s basket 
directly relied upon the act and level of execution of Malone’s pick; a good pick resulted 
in an easy jump shot, whereas a poor pick would have produced a far more difficult 
situation to score.  Stockton’s made basket is a result of the team’s offensive efficiency.  
Karl Malone, on the other hand, improved the performance of his teammate through 
contributions invisible to the individual box score.  Nonetheless, his ability to increase his 
teammates’ execution echoes throughout Utah’s overall efficiency levels. 
Successful teammate interaction increases the odds a team scores, improving
offensive efficiency; whereas, successful defensive interaction will decrease the odds of 
an opponent scoring, similarly improving defensive efficiency levels.  For a defensive 
example, refer back to the Malone-Stockton interaction.  If Stockton’s defender fought 
his way through Malone’s pick to contest the shot and subsequently forced an errant 
attempt, he prevented the opponent from scoring and thus improved the team’s defensive 
efficiency. His effort was similarly indiscernible from the box score, yet essential for 
team success.  Other “invisible” efforts not specifically described include: double-teams 
leading to a steal or wide open shot, defensive “tips,” extra passes, offensive spacing,
cutting without the basketball, superstar court presence and countless other contributions.  
Both offensive and defensive efficiency scores will reflect, at least in part, a certain level 
of individual performance.  While neither efficiency statistics specifically address each 
accomplishment, they will account for the immeasurable efforts and outcomes that 
limited statistics ignore. One would assume that those teams with higher efficiency 
levels have players who are making positive contributions to each possession, regardless 
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of whether their effort is specifically noted in the box score. Therein lies the intuition of 
the team variable in my modified player value model.
V. Individual Offensive and Defensive Efficiency
Although Rosenbaum used individual efficiency levels in his analysis, the central 
component of my teammate variable, he did not adequately adjust for the inherent 
shortcomings of the plus/minus ratings.  He evaluated players based on how their teams 
performed when that player was off the court; therefore each player’s contribution was 
assessed in relation to his backup.  For my model, I will only measure how the team 
performs while that player is on the court, specifically addressing offensive  and defensive 
efficiency ratings and then also evaluate him relative to the overall team efficiency levels.  
I can thus control for weak starters on good teams and avoid the direct comparison 
between a player and his substitute.
Rosenbaum’s points scored/allowed data for each player, along with minutes 
played will be used to compute individual offensive and defensive efficiency ratings in 
order to gauge teammate interaction. The variable would answer how efficient the team 
is when that particular player is on the court.  One would expect that those players who 
led their team to a positive point differential would also improve overall team efficiency 
levels. Many of their “off-the-ball” contributions, indistinguishable from the box score, 
will thus be reflected in the weighted measure of points scored/allowed data and 
possession efficiency.  In order to calculate individual offensive/defensive efficiency 
levels, the number of possessions the team uses while that player is on the court must first 
be computed.  I used the formula below to estimate team possessions for each individual:  
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Individ. Possessions = (Team Possessions/Team minutes)*Minutes Played
From there, individual offensive/defensive levels can be calculated from the following 
equations:
Individual Off. Efficiency = (Team Pts Scored on Court* 100) / Individ. Poss.
Individual Def. Efficiency = (Team Pts Allowed on Court* 100) / Opponent Poss.
I will not include data on any individual that played less than 400 minutes as these 
players had little impact on the team’s status.
VI. Net Efficiency Regression Model
In order to measure the overall value of basketball players, I intend to evaluate 
team net efficiency through econometric techniques.  The variable of interest, net 
efficiency, is a significant determinant of franchise success.  The greater the difference in 
net efficiency, the higher the team’s win percentage, and vice versa.  The graph below 
depicts the high correlation between team win percentage and net efficiency (See also 
Figure 1, Appendix): 
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I chose team net efficiency instead of team win percentage, because many of my 
independent variables are more accurate indicators of point production.  Moreover, as 
seen in the graph above, some teams may have negative or small net efficiency levels but 
win greater than 50% of their contests.  Oftentimes, these teams win close games against 
weaker competition, but are blown out in their losses to better teams.  As a result, win 
percentage is not as accurate in gauging the team’s overall success.  Net efficiency also 
accounts for the talent discrepancy plaguing the Eastern and Western Conferences.  In the 
last few years, the Western Conference has been far superior to the East.  While many 
Western teams have won a similar percentage of their games as Eastern foes, they 
systematically dominate them in head-to-head matches.  Furthermore, some Eastern 
teams have lower net efficiency levels, but comparable win percentages because of their 
weaker competition. For instance, the Philadelphia 76’ers of the Eastern Conference had 
a net efficiency of -.70, but won 52% of their games.  The Western Conference’s
Memphis Grizzlies, on the other hand, had a net efficiency of almost plus-3, while 
winning only 55% of their games (See Tables 6, 7, 8, Appendix).  While these teams 
have similar win percentages, their net efficiency levels are substantially different,
demonstrating net efficiency as a superior predictor of team success.  Further proving this 
point, Memphis swept Philadelphia in both games last year. Thus, net efficiency, as 
opposed to win percentage, better assesses teams’ overall success.  
Using a data set representing all individuals playing a minimum of 400 minutes 
from the regular seasons spanning 2003-2005, I construct a pooled data Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) regression. The regression allows for evaluations at the player level, and 
assigns each player on the team the same end of the year team net efficiency.  The 
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independent variables of the primary regression include: the PER, individual offensive 
and defensive efficiency, annual salary, team payroll, court positions, team pace, and 
yearly player experience.3
Since the PER is a highly offensively-dominated statistic, I expect it to be 
correlated with the individual offensive efficiency variable.  Thus, due to potential 
multicollinearity problems associated with high correlation, I combined them as an
interaction term, labeled IndOffEffPER (See Figure 2, Appendix). The position regressor 
will be a dummy for each of the five court positions: center, power forward, shooting 
guard, and point guard (with small forward omitted). These variables will reflect whether 
a particular court position leads to a higher or lower net efficiency level.  Experience 
refers to the number of years the particular player has been in the league.  The variable 
will address the value of veteran teams against those dominated by youth.  The annual 
salary variable details each player’s wages for the season, while team payroll assigns 
each player the summed salaries of every player on his team.  Specifically, do higher 
salaries and payrolls generate more victories or greater team efficiency? Through this 
regression, I will be able to address which players generate the highest returns for their 
teams and each player’s relative importance to team net efficiency.  The following
equation represents the preliminary regression:
3
 In a subsequent pooled OLS regression using net efficiency as the dependent variable, I eliminated the 
PER and included its individual elements as independent variables in its place.  The explanatory variables 
included: minutes played, field goal percentage, free throw percentage, three point percentage, offensive 
rebounds, defensive rebounds, assists, steals, blocks turnovers, personal fouls, points, as well as the other 
variables from the primary regression.   The results from this regression are posted in Table 10, Appendix.  
I preferred the regression using the PER because of potential problems associated with multicollinearity 
between many of the independent variables in this regression.  
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Model 1: Team Net Efficiency = 0 + 1 IndOffEffPER + 2IndDeffEfficiency + 
3Experience + 4AnlSalary + 5TeamPayroll + 6TmPace + 7C + 8PF + 9PG + 
10SG +U
VII. Results of Preliminary Regression
Table 1: Table I displays the regression results from Model 1.  The middle column shows the 
coefficients of the variables on top and beneath their standard deviations.  The third column shows 
the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are located to the right of Table I. Asterisks note the level 
of significance: * being 10%, ** being 5%, and *** being 1%. 
TeamNETeff~y Coef. T
0.0033808***
IndOffEffPER
-0.0002984 11.33
-0.5219464***
IndDEFeffi~y -0.0270837 -19.27
0.18602***
Experience -0.0335495 5.54
0.1430298***
TmPace -0.0528269 2.71
6.73E-08***
TeamPayroll -8.46E-09 7.95
-1.63E-07***
AnlSalary -3.55E-08 -4.58
-0.2043393
C -0.3652693 -0.56
-0.3431883
PF -0.3482176 -0.99
-0.0259612
PG -0.3607472 -0.07
0.6284201*
SG -0.368089 1.71
30.36731
_cons -5.004435 6.07
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The results from the first regression particularly demonstrate the importance of the 
individual efficiency variables in explaining the variance of team net efficiency.   In this 
model, the t statistics on both IndDEFeffi~y (2  = -0.5219464, t = -19.27) and 
IndOffEffPER (1  = 0.0033808, t = 11.33) are both significant at the 1% level.  The 
strong coefficients on the individual efficiency variables coincide with their theoretical 
explanations: the lower the individual defensive efficiency (i.e. hold the opponent to 
fewer points) the greater the net efficiency and the higher the offensive efficiency (i.e. 
score more points), the greater the net efficiency. Furthermore, the defensive variable 
appears slightly more significant with a larger coefficient.  While that conclusion alone 
must be taken lightly, I will explore this result later in my analysis.  The relatively high t 
statistics on these efficiency variables perhaps result from the nature of the statistics 
themselves; they are team variables predicting an overall team level as opposed to most 
of the other variables which are distinctly individual measures.  
A second implication from the regression concerns an apparent salary dichotomy.  
While both the annual salary and team payroll variables are significant at the 1% level, 
they display opposite coefficients.  The positive coefficient on team payroll indicates that 
those teams with higher payrolls have greater efficiency and as a result win more games
(5  = 8.46E-09, t = 7.95).  While this result was not surprising, the strong negative 
coefficient on annual salary was unexpected.  The regression dictates that the higher the 
individual salary, the lower the net efficiency (6  = -1.63E-07, t = -4.58).  There are two 
explanations for this result.  First, teams may be overvaluing the production of certain 
players and devoting excessive resources to one or a few players at the expense of their 
Number of obs 1073
F( 10,  1062) 58.46
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.355
Adj R-squared 0.349
Root MSE 3.6988
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teammates’ salaries.  The second conclusion follows that teams’ payroll should not be 
dominated by one or a few players.  Teams with high payrolls and more balanced salaries
have higher team net efficiency levels.  Conversely, teams with payrolls dominated by a 
few players have a lower net efficiency.  These teams monopolize their resources in one 
or a few players, and are thus unable to afford better surrounding talent.  
The Atlanta Hawks and Memphis Grizzlies epitomize this result (See Table 9,
Appendix). Last season, the Eastern Conference’s Atlanta Hawks had the third lowest 
payroll in the league, yet supported the contract of Antoine Walker, the seventh highest 
salary in the NBA.  Furthermore, the salaries of three players (Antoine Walker, Al 
Harrington, and Michael Stewart) combined for over 62% of the entire team’s payroll.  
The Hawks won a league low 13 games last season.  On the other hand, the Memphis 
Grizzlies had the eleventh highest payroll in the league; however, none of their players 
were in the league’s top sixty individual salaries.  In fact, only $4 million separated the 
team’s top nine salaries.  The Grizzlies won 45 games and were a Western Conference 
playoff team.  These teams exemplify the salary dichotomy demonstrated in the net 
efficiency regression.  In disseminating their payroll amongst numerous players, teams
could invest in more solid players rather than one or two “superstars.”  I will address this 
topic in further regressions.
A final note on the primary regression regards the significance of the remaining
variables, specifically team pace and experience.  As expected, the more experienced 
players lead their teams to a greater difference in net efficiency (3  = 0.03354, t = 5.54).  
Also, faster paced teams propel larger disparities in net efficiency (4 = 0.14303, t = 
2.71).  While long-standing basketball theory argues that pace slows down in the playoffs
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and championships are won through half-court execution, this result implies that during 
the regular season, teams that “run” improve net efficiency.  The dummy position 
variables came up generally insignificant, except shooting guard, which was slightly 
significant at the 10% level (10  = 0.6284201, t = 1.71).  Following the regression, I 
performed a joint test on all position variables, resulting in significance at the 5% level (f 
= 2.07).  I also checked for heteroskedasticity using the breusch pagan test and ran further 
regressions using robust standard errors (Breusch-Pagan LM statistic:  69.49507, P-value 
=  1.5e-10).  Neither test showed evidence of correlation with the error term.
VIII. Models of Further Offensive and Defensive Analysis
Following the results of the primary model, I performed further regressions to test 
the relative importance of offensive and defensive efficiency.  Before exploring the 
regressions, I charted the top 50 players in PER and Individual Offensive and Defensive 
Efficiency (See Tables 18, 19, 20, Appendix).  While many players overlapped between 
individual offensive efficiency and the PER, only two players, Tim Duncan and Manu 
Ginobili of the San Antonio Spurs, were in all three categories.  Furthermore, the teams 
most represented in the top 50 Individual Defensive Efficiency rankings were either the 
NBA or conference champions.  Conversely, the teams with the most players in 
Individual Offensive Efficiency rankings were generally playoff teams, but not 
necessarily conference or league champions.  The results of this chart further support my 
suspicions that individual defensive efficiency is a stronger indicator of team success.  
Please refer to the tables below:
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Table 2: Table 2 displays the teams represented among the top 50 players in Individual Defensive
Efficiency.  The table also includes the team defensive efficiency ranking and championship status.
Year Team # Players
Tm. Def. Eff. 
Rank Status
2005 Spurs 8 1 Champions
2005 Rockets 7 4
2005 Bulls 7 2
2005 Nets 5 7
2005 Pistons 5 3 NBA Finals
2004 Pistons 11 2 Champions
2004 Spurs 9 1
2004 Pacers 6 3
2004 Raptors 4 7
2004 Nets 4 4
2003 Nets 8 1 NBA Finals
2003 Kings 7 2
2003 Spurs 5 3 Champions
2003 Hornets 5 6
2003 Pistons 5 4
Table 3 Table 3 displays the teams represented among the top 50 players in Individual Offensive 
Efficiency.  The table also includes the team defensive efficiency ranking and championship status.
Year Team # Players
Tm. Off. Eff. 
Rank Status
2005 Kings 7 4
2005 Suns 6 1
2005 Mavs 6 5
2005 Sonics 5 3
2005 Heat 5 2
2004 Mavs 10 1
2004 Kings 7 2
2004 Sonics 6 3
2004 Bucks 6 4
2004 Lakers 5 6 NBA Finals
2003 Mavs 8 1
2003 Bucks 7 2
2003 Warriors 6 3
2003 Lakers 5 4
19
2003 Magic 5 10
Another significant observation from this data reveals the prevalence of players
on the teams with the highest efficiency levels.  For example, the Spurs had 8 players 
ranked in the top 50 in individual defensive efficiency, while the club held the number 
one ranking in team defensive efficiency.  On one hand, their stellar ranking is a result of 
having many of the league’s top defenders; nevertheless, some of the players are 
benefiting from playing with certain defensive stars, such as Tim Duncan, Bruce Bowen 
and Manu Ginobili.  The other players could be “free riders,” benefiting from the 
contributions of their teammates.  This problem is inherent to team statistics and exposes 
the essential need to examine individual statistics in order to obtain a more complete 
illustration of each player.  While this caveat must be taken into consideration, these 
statistics cannot be discounted simply because of the free rider deficiency; teams 
ultimately achieve positive efficiency levels from successful teammate interaction, even 
if that includes the windfall from a superstar teammate.  
In further analysis of these efficiency ratings, I performed regressions with the
efficiency statistics as dependent variables to test the explanatory power of the individual 
box score statistics.  These regressions were intended to reinforce the notion that team 
variables are in fact influenced by individual performance.  The results dictated that 
individual statistics show a significant portion of the variance in the efficiency variables 
(See Tables 11, 12, 13 and 15, Appendix).  For instance, using individual defensive 
efficiency as the variable of interest, steals and blocks, two indicators of defensive 
prowess, were significant at the 1% level.  In the same regression, offensive measures 
such as points, free throw percentage, and three point percentage were statistically 
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insignificant.  Conversely, offensive statistics explained a significant variation in 
offensive efficiency, whereas individual defensive measures failed to be reliable 
predictors.  These results support my hypothesis that specific box score statistics 
systematically influence individual efficiency levels.  Therefore, these individual 
efficiency variables reflect specific player production as well as the immeasurable, 
essential team efforts.
This regression also displayed a positive, highly statistically significant 
relationship between individual offensive efficiency and individual defensive efficiency.  
With individual offensive efficiency as the dependent variable, individual defensive 
efficiency had the following coefficient and t statistic: 4IndDEFeffi~y = 0.1802434, t = 
8.29.  The result implies that players who score more points and have a higher offensive 
efficiency level, also give up more points on the defensive end, resulting in higher 
defensive efficiency statistics.  This finding corroborates widespread theory that the best 
offensive players are either limited defensively, or refuse to put in similar effort on 
defense.  Regressing individual defensive efficiency as the dependent variable, displayed 
the opposite result: the lower the defensive efficiency (i.e. better defender), the lower the 
offensive efficiency (i.e. offensively-challenged).  These findings thus exhibit the 
difficulty in finding players who are difference-makers on both ends of the court.  
The regression also substantiated results from previous analysis concerning the 
positive relationship between team efficiency levels and individual efficiency ratings.  
Team offensive and defensive efficiency levels explained a statistically significant 
portion of the variance in individual offensive and defensive efficiency, respectively.  
Finally, various position dummies were significant and often reflected stereotypical 
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descriptions for some positions.  For instance, centers who are often categorized as better 
defenders who lack offensive firepower, had lower defensive and offensive efficiency 
ratings.  For regression results, please refer to Tables 11, 12, 13 and 15 in the Appendix.   
 Offense and Defense Regression Model
In order to ascertain the importance of offense and defense, I computed two new 
variables to evaluate a player relative to his team’s efficiency levels.  The two simple 
measures subtracted team efficiency ratings from each player’s individual offensive and 
defensive efficiency numbers.4  I then included these variables into my original net 
efficiency regression with all of the previous variables.  The regression model consisted 
of the following:
Model 2: Team Net Efficiency = 0 + 1IndOffEffPER + 2IndDeffEfficiency + 
3Experience + 4AnlSalary + 5TeamPayroll + 6TmPace + 7IndMINtmDeff + 
8IndMINtmOeff + 9C + 10PF + 11PG + 12SG +U
The results from this regression are presented on the following page.
4 IndMINtmDeff = Individual Defensive Efficiency – Team Defensive Efficiency;  
IndMINtmOeff = Individual Offensive Efficiency – Team Offensive Efficiency 
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Table 4: Table 4 displays the regression results from Model 2.  The middle column shows the 
coefficients of the variables on top and beneath their standard deviations.  The third column shows 
the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are located to the right of Table 4.
TeamNETeff~y Coef. T
-0.8323799
IndDEFeffi~y
-0.030097 -27.66
0.0043129
IndOffEffPER -0.000299 14.41
0.8362708
IndminTmDEFF -0.04523 18.49
-0.3176339
IndminTmOEFF -0.034216 -9.28
0.2723618
TmPace -0.046311 5.88
-0.000000153
AnlSalary -3.06E-08 -5 
6.79E-08
TeamPayroll -7.30E-09 9.3
-0.0714869
C -0.31668 -0.23
-0.3179197
PF -0.300884 -1.06
-0.1299631
PG -0.310874 -0.42
0.5780012
SG -0.31723 1.82
0.1354668
Experience -0.02902 4.67
48.50559
_cons -4.468011 10.86
The implications from this regression bolster previous evidence portraying 
defensive efficiency as a more significant indicator of team success than offensive 
efficiency.  While both new variables were significant at the 1% level, and even though 
Number of obs 1073
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.5224
Adj R-squared 0.517
Root MSE 3.186
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defensive efficiency obtained a much higher t statistic than offensive efficiency, the 
variables’ coefficients are principally important.  The positive, highly statistically 
significant coefficient on IndMINtmDeff (Individual minus team defensive efficiency), 
implies the greater the difference between an individual’s defensive statistics and his 
team’s level, the greater the difference in net efficiency (7  = 0.8362708, t = 18.47). On 
the other hand, the negative, statistically significant coefficient of IndMINtmOeff
(Individual minus team offensive efficiency) suggests the greater the difference between 
an individual’s offensive efficiency and the team’s offensive statistic, the smaller the net 
efficiency (8  = -0.3176339, t = -8.51).  Thus, more defensively-proficient players 
increase team success relative to their offensive counterparts.  Due to potential 
multicollinearity between these variables and the individual efficiency variables, I did not 
include them in my original regression; however, they give credence to the increased 
importance of individual defensive efficiency.  Finally, the significance of the remaining 
variables did not change from the previous regression.  
IX. Annual Salary Model
Despite teams’ considerable investment in their players, executives consistently
spend their money wastefully. As demonstrated in previous regressions, many teams 
overvalue certain players while shrewd general managers win more games with high, 
balanced payrolls.  Following the conclusion that defensive efficiency is a better indicator 
of team efficiency, I dissected players’ annual salaries to see if general managers’ 
investments similarly reflected my findings.5 Are teams paying for points and offensive 
5
 See Tables 6, 7, 8 and 17, Appendix
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efficiency or do they take into consideration defensive efficiency?  The following 
regression, with annual salary as the dependent variable, examined this concept:
Model 3: Annual Salary = 0 + 1 IndOffEffPER + 2IndDeffEfficiency + 3Experience 
+ 4TmWinPercent + 5TeamPayroll + 6TmPace + 7C + 8PF + 9PG + 10SG + U
The results are presented below.
Table 5: Table 5 displays the regression results from Model 3.  The middle column shows the 
coefficients of the variables on top and beneath their standard deviations.  The third column shows 
the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are located to the right of Table 5.
AnlSalary Coef. T
-3412757***
TmWinPercent (-823869.7) -4.14
442410.4***
Experience (-25817.04) 17.14
4607.29***
IndOffEffPER (-228.5533) 20.16
-41309.86
IndDEFeffi~y (-26576.2) -1.55
0.0498489***
TeamPayroll (-0.007318) 6.81
-9429.434
TmPace (-45369.68) -0.21
-94341.4
C (-313450.2) -0.3
-49108.87
PF (-299011.7) -0.16
-1041506***
PG (-307902.2) -3.38
-430207.6
SG (-315914) -1.36
-616968.1
_cons (-4491218) -0.14
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The regression findings support the hypothesis that many teams overvalue offensive 
statistics while similarly neglecting defensive efficiency.6  As evidenced by the
statistically significant coefficient on IndOffEffPER, teams reward those players with 
lofty levels of offensive efficiency and individual offensive production (1  = 4607.29, t = 
20.16). In contrast, defensive efficiency is not a significant factor in explaining annual 
salary (t = -1.55).  Team Payroll has a positive, statistically significant impact on annual 
salary, backing basic intuition that increasing team payroll will escalate players’ annual 
salaries (5  = 0.0498489, t = 6.81).  Furthermore, the regression corroborates previous 
findings suggesting a dichotomy between annual salary and team success.  In this 
regression, team win percentage carries a negative coefficient, significant at the 1% level 
(4 = -3412757, t = -4.14).  Teams with higher win percentages and greater net efficiency 
levels have lower annual salaries, thus providing further evidence that large, balanced 
payrolls lead to increased success.7
In other results from this regression, players with more experience, have higher 
salaries (3  = 442410.4, t = 17.14)   Also, point guards are the only position with 
statistical significance suggesting lower annual salaries (4  = -3412757, t = -4.14).  
Interestingly, all position dummies had a negative coefficient, perhaps resulting from the 
large number of players with low salaries at each position.8
6
 In a subsequent pooled OLS regression using annual salary as the dependent variable, I eliminated the 
PER and included its individual elements as independent variables in its place.  The equation looks similar 
to Model 1B, with the substation of annual salary for net efficiency.  The results can be found in Table 15, 
Appendix.
7
 Results from regressions using the individual efficiency statistics as the dependent variables further 
support these conclusions.  Please refer to tables 11, 12, 13 and 14 in the Appendix.
8
 I also performed an OLS regression using Team Payroll as the dependent variable.  The results mirrored 
findings from the annual salary model and are included in Table 16, Appendix.      
Number of obs 1073
F( 10,  1062) 89.45
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.4572
Adj R-squared 0.4521
Root MSE 3.20E+06
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X. Discussion
The statistical analysis revolution in professional basketball provides league 
executives, fans, and the media with another dimension to evaluate athletes. Various 
individuals have thus attempted to enumerate box score numbers into player value 
ratings.  These statistics far too often reflect individual performance rather than the 
overall contribution a player provides to victories and defeats.  While the PER presents 
the best compilation of individual accomplishments, it fails to address a player’s overall 
value on the court.  Oftentimes, a player does more for his team than the box score will 
reveal; therefore, player ratings must reflect this element. Individual efficiency statistics
encompass this unrecorded team aspect.  
In late February of 2004, the Detroit Pistons acquired the mercurial, but 
immensely-talented power forward, Rasheed Wallace.  For years, Rasheed had been on 
the cusp of stardom as a member of the Portland Trail Blazers; however, attitude and 
motivation problems plagued his production.  At the time of the trade, the Pistons were a 
solid playoff team with a record of 34 wins and 24 losses; nevertheless, they were far 
from being a championship contender.  Following the Wallace trade, the Pistons went on 
a tear.  They won 20 out of their next 24 regular season contests and after demolishing 
playoff opponents, were crowned NBA Champions.  Rasheed Wallace incited the 
Pistons’ run, but most individual measures could not answer how.   
One would assume that Rasheed’s individual statistics would have been much 
improved from his time spent earlier that season with the disappointing, but similarly
talented Portland Trail Blazers. While Rasheed might have shot a slightly higher 
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percentage, his PER detailed only a marginal increase from 17.50 to 18.80.  Rasheed’s 
impact was in the way the team played basketball, not in his box score performance.  His 
offensive spacing created easier opportunities for his teammates to score, while the 
constant threat of his three point jump shot drew defenders away from his teammates. 
Moreover, his superior on-ball defense allowed his teammates the freedom to guard their 
own opponents, rather than having to help defend Rasheed’s man.  
Not surprisingly, Rasheed’s individual offensive and defensive efficiency levels 
captivate his influence.  First, his offensive efficiency was over one point higher than the 
team’s overall level (100.55 to 99.12).  While this number does not seem significant, it 
must be viewed in conjunction with his effect on the defensive end of the court.
Rasheed’s defensive efficiency exhibited a peerless level of 83.18, tops in the league in 
2004.  His individual defensive efficiency rating was over nine points lower than the 
team’s level (83.13 to 92.50).9 This result provides further evidence supporting the
hypothesis that improved defense spurs growth in net efficiency. The example of
Rasheed Wallace and the 2004 Detroit Pistons, epitomize the importance of including 
team efficiency in every player evaluation.  
In my analysis of the NBA, I demonstrated the significance of individual 
offensive and defensive efficiency in evaluating team success and subsequently revealed 
a flaw in player investments.  I observed the relative magnitude of defensive efficiency as 
a superior predictor of team net efficiency. Yet further analysis proved that teams 
undervalue this defensive statistic.  In regressions evaluating players’ annual salary, 
variables containing offensive production were highly significant; whereas defensive 
efficiency lacked any explanatory power.  Thus, despite teams’ considerable investment 
9
 See Table 18, Appendix
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in their players, executives habitually spend their money inefficiently.  While teams with 
larger payrolls have higher efficiency levels, many teams are still not rewarding players 
with salaries commensurate to their contributions to overall team success.  Moreover, 
teams with balanced payrolls amongst their players have higher winning percentages as a 
result of disseminating their financial resources throughout the team.  Thus, in order to 
facilitate success, executives must evaluate court production and financial ventures 
through a lens of team efficiency. 
In spite of these results, the intrinsic nature of individual efficiency measures 
requires simultaneous evaluation of individual statistics.  These team variables are unable 
to differentiate a player’s distinct production from his four teammates on the court.   As a 
result, the PER is essential to provide a more invasive assessment of each player.  This 
“free rider” deficiency ultimately prevents the efficiency measures from being a superior 
predictor of individual contribution.  While individual efficiency statistics are an essential 
component in understanding a player’s value, one must also unravel the distinct 
individual production included in the team elements.  Thus, in order to truly gauge a 
player’s overall value rating, further research should determine a weighted value for each 
of the individual and team statistics.  I intend to explore these weights with the PER 
having the greatest value, followed by individual defensive efficiency and finally, 
individual offensive efficiency.10
Good teams win championships, good individual players win awards.  While 
certain superstars fill arena seats, ala Allen Iverson in Philadelphia, team success
ultimately molds franchise and consumer welfare.  Running an NBA franchise is quite 
10
 Following preliminary research the weights are as follows: 4.5(PER) + 1.5(Indiv. Off. Eff — League 
Indiv. Off. Eff. Avg) +  2.5(League Indiv. Avg – Indiv. Def. Eff)
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similar to directing the efforts of a large corporation; profitability and success are in large 
part dependent upon labor productivity and efficiency.  This paper proposes a model that 
would help executives find the players that facilitate “team” efficiency, rather than 
individual accomplishments
Appendix
Figure 1: Graph depicting the correlation between team win percentage and team net efficiency.
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Figure 2: Graph depicting the correlation between the Player Efficiency Rating (PER) and Individual Offensive Efficiency levels.
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Figure 3: Graph of Individual Offensive Efficiency against Individual Defensive Efficiency.  The figure displays their uncorrelated relationship.
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Table 6: Table 6 lists various team elements for 2005, ranked by total payroll.  
Team Year
Total 
Payroll
O-
efficiency
D-
efficiency
Net 
Efficiency Wins Losses
Win 
% Playoffs
Conf. 
Semis
Conf. 
Finals
NBA 
Finals
NBA 
Champs
Knicks 2005 94067539 103.0035 106.52462 -3.521156 33 49 0.402
Mavs 2005 87400088 107.4649 101.04278 6.422102 58 24 0.707 1 1
Trail 
Blazers 2005 80200284 100.0741 104.46235 -4.388291 27 55 0.329
T'Wolves 2005 70123371 104.9221 103.71324 1.208869 44 38 0.537
Magic 2005 68110249 102.1225 104.2135 -2.090956 36 46 0.439
Pacers 2005 66325659 102.4361 101.90115 0.534966 44 38 0.537 1 1
Lakers 2005 65138976 104.8945 108.01022 -3.115748 34 48 0.415
76ers 2005 63757835 100.7642 101.45499 -0.690824 43 39 0.524 1
Kings 2005 60633211 107.5254 105.04753 2.477858 50 32 0.61 1
Heat 2005 59495338 108.2407 99.808376 8.432319 59 23 0.72 1 1 1
Grizzlies 2005 59075657 102.5355 99.856222 2.679259 45 37 0.549 1
Raptors 2005 58460390 104.532 105.85104 -1.319015 33 49 0.402
Rockets 2005 57787423 103.2058 98.886746 4.319041 51 31 0.622 1
Hornets 2005 56482817 95.93608 105.07561 -9.139536 18 64 0.22
Sonics 2005 54184357 108.0633 106.06888 1.994373 52 30 0.634 1 1
Celtics 2005 53443677 104.8337 103.32425 1.509413 45 37 0.549 1
Warriors 2005 50863793 101.9113 103.95562 -2.044308 34 48 0.415
Pistons 2005 49329935 102.78 97.93608 4.843936 54 28 0.659 1 1 1 1
Wizards 2005 48797362 104.021 104.23653 -0.215548 45 37 0.549 1 1
Cavs 2005 48174834 103.2141 102.48877 0.72529 42 40 0.512
Spurs 2005 47404123 104.8685 95.794454 9.074061 59 23 0.72 1 1 1 1 1
Bucks 2005 46379974 103.4412 106.73171 -3.290501 30 52 0.366
Clippers 2005 45803819 102.2197 103.39726 -1.177577 37 45 0.451
Nuggets 2005 45716482 103.4384 100.74142 2.696982 49 33 0.598 1
Jazz 2005 43515760 101.0512 106.97059 -5.919395 26 56 0.317
Bulls 2005 41942236 98.4978 97.489561 1.008236 47 35 0.573 1
Nets 2005 41176253 98.30613 100.38526 -2.079122 42 40 0.512 1
Hawks 2005 40658440 97.89711 108.38266 -10.48555 13 69 0.159
Suns 2005 35259424 111.8993 103.74816 8.151185 62 20 0.756 1 1 1
Bobcats 2005 23097398 97.95646 104.74326 -6.786802 18 64 0.22
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Table 7: Table 7 lists various team elements for 2004, ranked by total payroll.  
Team Year
Total 
Payroll
O-
efficiency
D-
efficiency
Net 
Efficiency Wins Losses
Win 
% Playoffs
Conf. 
Semis
Conf. 
Finals
NBA 
Finals
NBA 
Champs
Knicks 2004 84523891 99.053333 100.299472 -1.246139 39 43 0.4756 1
Trail 
Blazers 2004 84304778 100.53619 102.181793 -1.6455995 41 41 0.5
Mavs 2004 79099293 109.58159 104.326085 5.25550763 52 30 0.6341 1
T'Wolves 2004 72385947 103.2918 96.5632322 6.72856948 58 24 0.7073 1 1 1
Kings 2004 69567889 107.29881 102.214521 5.08429261 55 27 0.6707 1 1
Lakers 2004 65510147 102.67946 98.6707775 4.00868199 56 26 0.6829 1 1 1 1
Suns 2004 65176684 98.802548 102.195615 -3.3930665 29 53 0.3537
Hawks 2004 63536207 98.175542 103.060345 -4.8848033 28 54 0.3415
Raptors 2004 60307176 94.573434 97.6020024 -3.0285682 33 49 0.4024
Celtics 2004 59112919 99.913019 100.226489 -0.3134701 36 46 0.439 1
Grizzlies 2004 58233851 101.94217 99.2043121 2.73785981 50 32 0.6098 1
76ers 2004 57763301 96.072416 99.0510115 -2.9785956 33 49 0.4024
Pacers 2004 57548489 100.91365 94.8015123 6.11213806 61 21 0.7439 1 1 1
Pistons 2004 52942639 99.12042 92.4998661 6.62055419 54 28 0.6585 1 1 1 1 1
Rockets 2004 52354437 98.139587 96.3751208 1.76446616 45 37 0.5488 1
Bulls 2004 52150699 93.898092 100.526885 -6.6287933 23 59 0.2805
Warriors 2004 51804638 100.48185 101.181257 -0.6994069 37 45 0.4512
Sonics 2004 50624368 104.03549 104.684145 -0.6486552 37 45 0.4512
Nets 2004 48579883 98.21329 95.2456586 2.96763182 47 35 0.5732 1 1
Hornets 2004 48125452 99.140406 99.4474118 -0.3070061 41 41 0.5 1
Magic 2004 47696731 99.26622 107.523394 -8.2571734 21 61 0.2561
Spurs 2004 46879322 99.769099 91.5783446 8.19075396 57 25 0.6951 1 1
Cavs 2004 46513187 98.383306 101.285134 -2.9018281 35 47 0.4268
Wizards 2004 45681942 95.863407 101.944993 -6.0815857 25 57 0.3049
Heat 2004 45529862 99.267763 98.8581408 0.409622 42 40 0.5122 1 1
Bucks 2004 42452361 103.53559 102.605392 0.93019524 41 41 0.5 1
Clippers 2004 37547054 99.796067 105.889907 -6.0938395 28 54 0.3415
Nuggets 2004 36004731 100.80982 99.8758519 0.93396501 43 39 0.5244 1
Jazz 2004 28320329 98.25357 100.386237 -2.1326669 42 40 0.5122
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Table 8: Table 8 lists various team elements for 2003, ranked by total payroll.  
Team Year
Total 
Payroll
O-
efficiency
D-
efficiency
Net 
Efficiency Wins Losses
Win 
% Playoffs
Conf. 
Semis
Conf. 
Finals
NBA 
Finals
NBA 
Champs
Trail 
Blazers 2003 104321823 102.62136 99.4892475 3.13211483 50 32 0.6098 1
Knicks 2003 93014165 101.48745 103.695628 -2.2081788 37 45 0.4512
Mavs 2003 70780199 108.1466 99.4131491 8.73345074 60 22 0.7317 1 1 1
Kings 2003 70416596 103.13943 96.344605 6.79482982 59 23 0.7195 1 1
76ers 2003 65339572 101.79047 99.9561596 1.83430665 49 34 0.5976 1 1
Lakers 2003 62577317 104.08815 101.804339 2.28380823 50 32 0.6098 1 1
Grizzlies 2003 60546012 101.02555 104.618409 -3.5928637 28 54 0.3415
Nets 2003 60412919 100.62019 95.4910451 5.12914582 49 33 0.5976 1 1 1 1
Bucks 2003 59979330 106.24001 105.248049 0.99195634 42 40 0.5122 1
T'Wolves 2003 59549520 103.45306 100.583373 2.8696909 51 31 0.622 1
Heat 2003 57640868 93.807326 99.7883359 -5.98101 25 57 0.3049
Hawks 2003 56426301 99.550384 102.802874 -3.25249 35 47 0.4268
Raptors 2003 55373596 97.440631 104.323906 -6.8832755 24 58 0.2927
Suns 2003 55225080 100.65114 99.421018 1.230118 44 38 0.5366 1
Celtics 2003 53767553 98.889172 98.5285915 0.3605808 44 38 0.5366 1 1
Pacers 2003 53472323 101.62237 97.8962663 3.72610805 48 34 0.5854 1
Spurs 2003 52817688 103.11931 96.6453174 6.4739891 60 22 0.7317 1 1 1 1 1
Magic 2003 51898506 102.29512 101.868923 0.42619566 42 40 0.5122 1
Sonics 2003 51784940 100.67695 100.91726 -0.2403056 40 42 0.4878
Jazz 2003 50516753 102.46107 99.776867 2.68420523 47 35 0.5732 1
Rockets 2003 50181240 100.99365 99.8522076 1.14143953 43 39 0.5244
Pistons 2003 47777892 101.41812 97.2567904 4.16133059 50 32 0.6098 1 1 1
Cavs 2003 47580440 93.520566 103.648985 -10.128419 17 65 0.2073
Warriors 2003 47380387 104.99895 106.043731 -1.044781 38 44 0.4634
Wizards 2003 46565206 100.21534 100.898173 -0.6828346 37 45 0.4512
Hornets 2003 45193882 100.63526 98.3533717 2.28188923 47 35 0.5732 1
Bulls 2003 44468492 97.286572 103.085402 -5.7988307 30 52 0.3659
Clippers 2003 42767067 99.510017 103.635969 -4.1259525 27 55 0.3293
Nuggets 2003 40985480 88.930412 98.9649158 -10.034503 17 65 0.2073
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Table 9: Table 9 displays the salary dichotomy and evidence of balanced payrolls using the Atlanta Hawks and Memphis Grizzlies.
Player Team Year Annual Salary
Total 
Payroll %Team Wins
Team O-
Eff
Team D-
Eff
Walker Antoine Hawks 2005 14625000 40658440 0.359703914 13 97.90 108.38
Harrington Al Hawks 2005 6325000 40658440 0.155564257 13 97.90 108.38
Stewart Michael Hawks 2005 4800000 40658440 0.118056669 13 97.90 108.38
Delk Tony Hawks 2005 2700000 40658440 0.066406876 13 97.90 108.38
Gugliotta Tom Hawks 2005 2700000 40658440 0.066406876 13 97.90 108.38
Drobnjak Predrag Hawks 2005 2550000 40658440 0.062717605 13 97.90 108.38
Childress Josh Hawks 2005 2490360 40658440 0.061250751 13 97.90 108.38
Lue Tyronne Hawks 2005 1600000 40658440 0.039352223 13 97.90 108.38
Collier Jason Hawks 2005 1500000 40658440 0.036892709 13 97.90 108.38
Willis Kevin Hawks 2005 1300000 40658440 0.031973681 13 97.90 108.38
Smith Josh Hawks 2005 1270080 40658440 0.031237795 13 97.90 108.38
Anderson Kenny Hawks 2005 1100000 40658440 0.027054653 13 97.90 108.38
Diaw Boris Hawks 2005 1098000 40658440 0.027005463 13 97.90 108.38
Ivey Royal Hawks 2005 425000 40658440 0.010452934 13 97.90 108.38
Smith Donta Hawks 2005 425000 40658440 0.010452934 13 97.90 108.38
Wells Bonzi Grizzlies 2005 7700000 59075657 0.130341335 45 102.54 99.86
Wright Lorenzen Grizzlies 2005 7150000 59075657 0.12103124 45 102.54 99.86
Williams Jason Grizzlies 2005 6875000 59075657 0.116376192 45 102.54 99.86
Miller Mike Grizzlies 2005 6000000 59075657 0.101564677 45 102.54 99.86
Swift Stromile Grizzlies 2005 5993000 59075657 0.101446185 45 102.54 99.86
Posey James Grizzlies 2005 5408700 59075657 0.091555478 45 102.54 99.86
Cardinal Brian Grizzlies 2005 4903000 59075657 0.082995268 45 102.54 99.86
Gasol Pau Grizzlies 2005 4318481 59075657 0.073100854 45 102.54 99.86
Battier Shane Grizzlies 2005 3212402 59075657 0.054377762 45 102.54 99.86
Tsakalidis Jake Grizzlies 2005 2920000 59075657 0.049428143 45 102.54 99.86
Watson Earl Grizzlies 2005 1458000 59075657 0.024680216 45 102.54 99.86
Humphrey Ryan Grizzlies 2005 1223160 59075657 0.020704975 45 102.54 99.86
Jones Dahntay Grizzlies 2005 1143360 59075657 0.019354165 45 102.54 99.86
Burks Antonio Grizzlies 2005 385277 59075657 0.006521756 45 102.54 99.86
Emmett Andre Grizzlies 2005 385277 59075657 0.006521756 45 102.54 99.86
Table 10: Table 10 displays the regression results from Model 1B.  The middle column shows the 
coefficients of the variables on top and beneath their standard deviations.  The third column shows 
the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are located to the right of Table 10.
TeamNETeff~y Coef. T
0.1414456***
Experience (0.0299134) 4.73
-0.0000812
MP (0.0004784) -0.17
-0.1429098
FGpercent (2.803262) -0.05
-0.4579861
ThreePPerc (0.7637543) -0.6
-3.452976***
FTPercent (1.263394) -2.73
-0.005372
ORB (0.0037173) -1.45
0.0020935
DRB (0.0018798) 1.11
-0.001062
AST (0.001976) -0.54
-0.0141758***
STL (0.0052259) -2.71
-0.0004453
BLK (0.0042465) -0.1
-0.0045777
TO (0.0048872) -0.94
0.0008054
PFouls (0.0032545) 0.25
0.001267*
PTS (0.0007126) 1.78
0.5758884***
IndOFFeffi~y (0.0247447) 23.27
-0.6683504***
IndDEFeffi~y (0.0240561)
-
27.78
-0.000000108***
AnlSalary (3.23E-08) -3.34
3.68E-08***
TeamPayroll (7.42E-09) 4.96
0.0587854
TmPace (0.0450482) 1.3
0.114282
C (0.4303063) 0.27
-0.2175027
PF (0.3347287) -0.65
0.5698955
PG (0.3722408) 1.53
0.337739
SG (0.2989626) 1.13
4.794443
_cons (4.506429) 1.06
Number of obs 935
F( 22,   912) 67.62
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.6199
Adj R-squared 0.6108
Root MSE 2.8851
Model 4: IndOFFeffi~y = 0 + 1TeamOFFeff~y + 2Experience + 3PER+ 
4IndDeffEfficiency + 5AnlSalary + 6TeamPayroll + 7TmPace + 8C + 9PF +   
10PG + 11SG +U
Table 11: Table 11 displays the regression results where Individual Offensive Efficiency is the 
variable of interest.  The middle column shows the coefficients of the variables on top and beneath 
their standard deviations.  The third column shows the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are 
located to the right of Table 11.
IndOFFeffi~y Coef. T
0.8153666***
TeamOFFeff~y (0.0264097) 30.87
0.0063537
Experience (0.0271464) 0.23
0.4941401***
PER (0.0273458) 18.07
0.1802434***
IndDEFeffi~y (0.0217413) 8.29
0.000000011
AnlSalary (2.87E-08) 0.38
5.1E-09
TeamPayroll (7.07E-09) 0.72
-0.0128487
TmPace (0.0433404) -0.3
-0.9664161***
C (0.2931035) -3.3
-0.6735683***
PF (0.2795792) -2.41
-0.2050882
PG (0.2893974) -0.71
0.4169584
SG (0.2955678) 1.41
-5.769158
_cons (4.269735) -1.35
Number of obs 1073
F( 11,  1061) 199.55
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.6741
Adj R-squared 0.6708
Root MSE 2.9672
Table 12 Table 12 displays the regression results from Model 4B.  The middle column shows the 
coefficients of the variables on top and beneath their standard deviations.  The third column shows 
the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are located to the right of Table 12.
IndOFFeffi~y Coef. t
0.7631141***
TeamOFFeff~y (0.0298249) 25.59
-0.0791728***
Experience (0.0305993) -2.59
0.0004411
MP (0.000489) 0.9
19.30694***
FGpercent (2.789957) 6.92
2.871713***
ThreePPerc (0.7756796) 3.7
5.771359***
FTPercent (1.282085) 4.5
0.0024589
ORB (0.0037948) 0.65
-0.0002681
DRB (0.00192) -0.14
0.0098293***
AST (0.0019916) 4.94
0.0130119**
STL (0.0053423) 2.44
0.0039523
BLK (0.0043338) 0.91
-0.0195443***
TO (0.0049875) -3.92
-0.0025293
PFouls (0.0033313) -0.76
0.0014329**
PTS (0.0007289) 1.97
0.18013***
IndDEFeffi~y (0.023969) 7.52
8.08E-08**
AnlSalary (3.31E-08) 2.44
-1.13E-11
TeamPayroll (7.74E-09) 0
-0.0446523
TmPace (0.0469371) -0.95
-0.0123733
C (0.4394758) -0.03
0.4213911
PF (0.3419536) 1.23
-0.747751**
PG (0.3799863) -1.97
0.0868681
SG (0.3054098) 0.28
-5.587016
_cons (4.755477) -1.17
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Model 5:  IndDEFeffi~y = 0 + 1TeamDEFeff~y + 
2Experience + 3PER+ 4IndOffEfficiency + 5AnlSalary + 6TeamPayroll + 
7TmPace + 8C + 9PF +   10PG + 11SG +U
Table 13: Table 13 displays the regression results where Individual Defensive Efficiency is the 
variable of interest.  The middle column shows the coefficients of the variables on top and beneath 
their standard deviations.  The third column shows the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are
located to the right of Table 13.
IndDEFeffi~y Coef. t
0.9222817***
TeamDEFeff~y (0.0267786) 34.44
-0.0032194
Experience (0.0257297) -0.13
0.0099094
PER (0.0290503) 0.34
0.1239017***
IndOFFeffi~y (0.0207645) 5.97
1.61E-08
AnlSalary (2.71E-08) 0.6
-1.07E-08
TeamPayroll (6.57E-09) -1.63
0.014635
TmPace (0.0412022) 0.36
-0.7006559***
C (0.2777985) -2.52
-0.2049507
PF (0.2652753) -0.77
0.283638
PG (0.2739261) 1.04
0.3249456
SG (0.2800396) 1.16
-5.429347
_cons (4.033095) -1.35
Number of obs 935
F( 22,   912) 88.88
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.6819
Adj R-squared 0.6743
Root MSE 2.9457
Number of obs 1073
F( 11,  1061) 140.69
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.5933
Adj R-squared 0.589
Root MSE 2.8098
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Table 14: Table 14 displays the regression results from Model 5B.  The columns show the regression 
statistics in the same manner as previous tables, but in the interest of room are not described.
IndDEFeffi~y Coef. T
0.9162148***
TeamDEFeff~y (0.027381) 33.46
0.0176947
Experience (0.0276866) 0.64
0.0009243**
MP (0.0004408) 2.1
-4.457963*
FGpercent (2.581284) -1.73
0.8265435
ThreePPerc (0.7047046) 1.17
0.8583172
FTPercent (1.164837) 0.74
0.0006627
ORB (0.0034327) 0.19
-0.002
DRB (0.0017327) -1.15
-0.0031265*
AST (0.0018217) -1.72
-0.0193959***
STL (0.0047769) -4.06
-0.0099128***
BLK (0.0039029) -2.54
0.016771***
TO (0.0044975) 3.73
-0.0055927*
PFouls (0.0030045) -1.86
0.000221
PTS (0.0006573) 0.34
0.1312934***
IndOFFeffi~y (0.0224326) 5.85
-1.82E-08
AnlSalary (2.98E-08) -0.61
-7.61E-09
TeamPayroll (6.84E-09) -1.11
0.0130063
TmPace (0.0422154) 0.31
0.4520871
C (0.3968829) 1.14
0.444243
PF (0.3085135) 1.44
0.1601537
PG (0.3432594) 0.47
0.1579987
SG (0.2756819) 0.57
-4.811703
_cons (4.290038) -1.12
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Table 15: Table 15 displays the regression results from Model 
3B where Annual Salary is the variable of interest.  The 
middle column shows the coefficients of the variables on top and beneath their standard deviations.  
The third column shows the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are located to the right of Table 
15.
AnlSalary Coef. t
-3005582***
TmWinPercent (1009467) -2.98
422164.9***
Experience (27464.69) 15.37
-2608.936***
MP (479.8144) -5.44
-4322514
FGpercent (2853500) -1.51
751173.3
ThreePPerc (778488.5) 0.96
-36277.28
FTPercent (1291207) -0.03
5387.393
ORB (3785.621) 1.42
4332.24**
DRB (1911.238) 2.27
6107.036***
AST (2003.541) 3.05
-8124.539
STL (5341.229) -1.52
10966.1***
BLK (4312.338) 2.54
4236.219
TO (4979.801) 0.85
-8321.634***
PFouls (3305.555) -2.52
6281.541***
PTS (696.8709) 9.01
71600.97**
IndOFFeffi~y (30488.48) 2.35
-50054.26
IndDEFeffi~y (31785.66) -1.57
0.0614113***
TeamPayroll (0.0073998) 8.3
-35929.45
TmPace (45890.72) -0.78
196836
C (438465.7) 0.45
147467.7
PF (341289) 0.43
-1088616***
PG (377829.3) -2.88
-474301.2
SG (304406.1) -1.56
_cons 1840387 0.39
Number of obs 935
F( 22,   912) 74.38
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.6421
Adj R-squared 0.6335
Root MSE 2.6608
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(4673429)
Model 6: Team Payroll = 0 + 1 TmWinPercent+ 
2Experience + 3IndOffEffPER + 4IndDeffEfficiency + 5Annual Salary + 6TmPace +
7C + 8PF + 9PG + 10SG + U
Table 16: Table 16 displays the regression results from Model 3B where Annual Salary is the 
variable of interest.  The middle column shows the coefficients of the variables on top and beneath 
their standard deviations.  The third column shows the t-statistic, while the summary statistics are 
located to the right of Table 16.
TeamPayroll Coef. T
26400000***
TmWinPercent (3311045) 7.98
118502.4
Experience (119668.4) 0.99
-3206.505***
IndOffEffPER (1098.673) -2.92
442315.8***
IndDEFeffi~y (108359.5) 4.08
0.8398027***
AnlSalary (0.1232856) 6.81
94285.7
TmPace (186201.5) 0.51
-688437.1
C (1286440) -0.54
255675.5
PF (1227286) 0.21
180412.5
PG (1270564) 0.14
-1471373
SG (1297017) -1.13
-10100000
_cons (18400000) -0.55
Number of obs 935
F( 22,   912) 45.55
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.5236
Adj R-squared 0.5121
Root MSE 2.90E+06
Number of obs 1073
F( 10,  1062) 15.59
Prob > F 0
R-squared 0.128
Adj R-squared 0.1198
Root MSE 1.30E+07
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Table 17: Ranks the top 25 player salaries for 2005 and includes various other individual statistics.
Rank Player Team Year Annual Salary Total Payroll PER
Ind. O. 
Eff.
Ind. D. 
Eff.
1 O'Neal Shaquille Heat 2005 27696430 59495338 26.95 112.24452 100.91187
2 Webber Chris 76ers 2005 17531250 63757835 13.10 105.19048 104.56206
Webber Chris Kings 2005 17531250 60633211 20.90 107.33018 105.79414
Houston Allan Knicks 2005 17531250 94067539 12.48 104.90025 103.78819
4 Garnett Kevin Timberwolves 2005 16000000 70123371 28.35 106.42417 104.44781
5 Kidd Jason Nets 2005 14796000 41176253 19.55 105.93979 101.3287
O'Neal Jermaine Pacers 2005 14796000 66325659 22.85 103.28951 102.64705
7 Iverson Allen 76ers 2005 14625000 63757835 23.23 103.35949 103.0604
Ilgauskus Zydrunas Cavs 2005 14625000 48174834 19.55 103.74551 101.25553
Walker Antoine Celtics 2005 14625000 53443677 15.40 109.19065 108.00355
Walker Antoine Hawks 2005 14625000 40658440 15.50 95.052812 108.40742
Marbury Stephon Knicks 2005 14625000 94067539 21.93 107.04637 108.44003
Hardaway Anfernee Knicks 2005 14625000 94067539 8.90 100.72811 106.78006
Allen Ray Sonics 2005 14625000 54184357 20.90 110.81771 106.64124
Sprewell Latrell Timberwolves 2005 14625000 70123371 12.10 103.83781 104.50399
Abdur-Rahim Shareef Trail Blazers 2005 14625000 80200284 18.72 101.55112 107.37963
15 Finley Michael Mavs 2005 14609375 87400088 14.34 110.81231 102.38335
16 Van Horn Keith Bucks 2005 14487000 46379974 14.70 104.21201 106.70487
Van Horn Keith Mavs 2005 14487000 87400088 16.90 107.83933 98.671121
Hill Grant Magic 2005 14487000 68110249 20.09 103.57976 103.68546
Rose Jalen Raptors 2005 14487000 58460390 16.56 105.12711 108.38011
McGrady Tracy Rockets 2005 14487000 57787423 22.95 105.40291 100.60972
20 Duncan Tim Spurs 2005 14260641 47404123 27.13 108.43228 91.281537
21 Bryant Kobe Lakers 2005 14175000 65138976 23.28 106.69806 109.6381
22 Jones Eddie Heat 2005 13455000 59495338 13.59 110.21661 99.71989
23 Grant Brian Lakers 2005 13233434 65138976 9.91 102.61342 110.02855
24 Davis Antonio Bulls 2005 12925000 41942236 11.12 95.544147 95.367221
25 Thomas Tim Knicks 2005 12900000 94067539 12.21 104.45374 109.97461
Table 18: Table 18 lists the top 50 players in Individual Defensive Efficiency and various other individual and team variables for the 2005 regular 
season.  The key displays the prevalence of players in a variety of combinations of individual measures, including: PER, Individual Offensive Efficiency, 
and Individual Defensive Efficiency.  The Blue, Red and purple players are of particular importance for this table.
Blue = Top 50 Ind. Off./ 
Deff. Eff.
Red = Top 50 Ind. 
Off/Def Eff AND PER
Green = Top 50 PER 
AND Ind. Off Eff
Purple = Top 50 PER 
AND Ind. Def. Eff
4 2 17 1
Rank Player Team Year Ind. O. Eff. Ind. D. Eff.
Team O-
Eff Team D-Eff Net Team PER
1 Mutombo Dikembe Rockets 2005 99.58670639 90.36208971 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 16.51
2 Duncan Tim Spurs 2005 108.4322781 91.28153679 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 27.13
3 Griffin Adrian Bulls 2005 94.58735516 91.58703569 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 10.68
4 Nesterovic Rasho Spurs 2005 104.9960179 92.38455235 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 12
5 Bowen Ryan Rockets 2005 96.7831948 92.40311368 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 7.65
6 Ginobili Manu Spurs 2005 110.2912032 93.6020232 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 22.32
7 Padgett Scott Rockets 2005 105.9756691 93.81375932 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 12.32
8 Harrington Othella Bulls 2005 100.5820525 93.82858856 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 14.46
9 Bowen Bruce Spurs 2005 103.1555906 94.49928059 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 9.53
10 Planinic Zoran Nets 2005 89.71793277 94.71959971 98.31 100.3852559 -2.07912202 12.39
11 Laettner Christian Heat 2005 106.4867772 94.82056419 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 16.30
12 Dooling Keyon Heat 2005 98.31451546 94.89128931 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 10.04
13 Barry Jon Rockets 2005 107.6601948 95.069785 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 14.00
14 Jacobsen Casey Suns 2005 100.331739 95.27281868 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 8.40
15 Davis Antonio Bulls 2005 95.54414723 95.36722104 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 11.12
16 Butler Rasual Heat 2005 102.590772 95.39234088 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 10.31
17 James Mike Rockets 2005 108.4051673 95.39943264 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 17.40
18 Parker Tony Spurs 2005 105.8018903 95.39985803 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 17.97
19 Duhon Chris Bulls 2005 97.96396781 95.40239193 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 9.80
20 Collins Jason Nets 2005 98.2970229 95.99050896 98.31 100.3852559 -2.07912202 8.52
21 Wallace Rasheed Pistons 2005 104.0134246 96.04550791 102.78 97.93607989 4.843936229 16.39
22 Prince Tayshaun Pistons 2005 104.3372945 96.14070022 102.78 97.93607989 4.843936229 16.23
47
23 Horry Robert Spurs 2005 108.3760376 96.30229268 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 14.89
24 Watson Earl Grizzlies 2005 101.1464307 96.35043021 102.54 99.85622201 2.679259205 13.04
25 Mourning Alonzo Nets 2005 91.16537188 96.41114053 98.31 100.3852559 -2.07912202 13.50
26 Billups Chauncey Pistons 2005 103.7027707 96.56608183 102.78 97.93607989 4.843936229 19.05
27 Wallace Ben Pistons 2005 104.6364927 96.62084604 102.78 97.93607989 4.843936229 17.52
28 Chandler Tyson Bulls 2005 99.12771058 96.67391853 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 16.50
29 Dampier Erick Mavs 2005 106.7380877 96.72869177 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 15.21
30 Carter Anthony Timberwolves 2005 96.47138308 96.74127094 104.92 103.7132392 1.208869295 11.21
31 Deng Luol Bulls 2005 101.6199868 96.78622637 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 14.16
32 Gordon Ben Bulls 2005 100.5713756 96.97490105 98.50 97.48956106 1.008236257 14.80
33 Jackson Jim Rockets 2005 98.18244025 97.12905364 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 10.50
34 Russell Bryon Nuggets 2005 97.91044104 97.14340614 103.44 100.7414165 2.696981817 11.79
35 Chalmers Lionel Clippers 2005 91.46796577 97.32579516 102.22 103.397264 -1.177576973 6.39
36 Hamilton Richard Pistons 2005 105.6823804 97.34331143 102.78 97.93607989 4.843936229 15.96
37 Foster Jeff Pacers 2005 104.0676646 97.34958717 102.44 101.9011489 0.534966231 15.38
38 Ostertag Greg Kings 2005 104.199971 97.38586202 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 9.91
39 Barry Brent Spurs 2005 105.1996159 97.42981665 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 14.01
40 Banks Marcus Celtics 2005 99.25004651 97.44438575 104.83 103.3242471 1.509412762 12.27
41 Perkins Kendrick Celtics 2005 98.28312268 97.61234285 104.83 103.3242471 1.509412762 11.11
42 Cheaney Calbert Warriors 2005 94.68741574 97.61628054 101.91 103.9556174 -2.04430824 7.76
43 Scalabrine Brian Nets 2005 98.78054765 97.6232135 98.31 100.3852559 -2.07912202 11.01
44 Williams Eric Nets 2005 92.40735132 97.66481462 98.31 100.3852559 -2.07912202 11.90
45 Doleac Michael Heat 2005 101.3221124 97.66552006 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 9.68
46 Weatherspoon Clarence Rockets 2005 103.5364669 97.69075652 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 8.91
47 McCarty Walter Celtics 2005 100.2083071 97.7223349 104.83 103.3242471 1.509412762 9.00
48 Udrih Beno Spurs 2005 104.1747502 97.77700142 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 14.24
49 Bradley Shawn Mavs 2005 109.0010114 97.8958189 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 10.94
50 Ratliff Theo Trail Blazers 2005 95.34084818 97.93146168 100.07 104.462352 -4.38829118 10.10
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Table 19: Table 19 lists the top 50 players in Individual Offensive Efficiency and various other individual and team variables for the 2005 regular 
season.  The key displays the prevalence of players in a variety of combinations of individual measures, including: PER, Individual Offensive Efficiency, 
and Individual Defensive Efficiency. The green, red and blue players are of particular importance for this table.
Blue = Top 50 Ind. Off./ 
Deff. Eff.
Red = Top 50 Ind. 
Off/Def Eff AND PER
Green = Top 50 PER 
AND Ind. Off Eff
Purple = Top 50 PER 
AND Ind. Def. Eff
4 2 17 1
Rank Player Team Year Ind. O. Eff. Ind. D. Eff. Team O-Eff Team D-Eff Net Team PER
1 Nash Steve Suns 2005 117.8515564 104.3333772 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 22.06
2 Marion Shawn Suns 2005 115.2691013 104.0754956 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 21.76
3 Radmanovic Vladimir Sonics 2005 115.1769403 107.5560205 108.06 106.0688799 1.994373041 13.68
4 Stoudemire Amare Suns 2005 114.9289755 103.8069014 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 26.69
5 Richardson Quentin Suns 2005 114.1287143 104.3038113 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 13.59
6 Johnson Joe Suns 2005 113.5244478 104.0023046 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 15.18
7 Jones Damon Heat 2005 113.464119 102.8272025 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 15.57
8 O'Neal Shaquille Heat 2005 112.244523 100.9118694 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 26.95
9 Daniels Antonio Sonics 2005 112.2401957 107.4576076 108.06 106.0688799 1.994373041 18.08
10 Lewis Rashard Sonics 2005 111.3213059 105.4473313 108.06 106.0688799 1.994373041 19.45
11 Davis Baron Warriors 2005 111.1814107 105.7309446 101.91 103.9556174 -2.04430824 20.40
12 Nowitzki Dirk Mavs 2005 110.8626728 100.6909325 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 26.18
13 Allen Ray Sonics 2005 110.8177142 106.6412374 108.06 106.0688799 1.994373041 20.90
14 Finley Michael Mavs 2005 110.8123132 102.3833536 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 14.34
15 Terry Jason Mavs 2005 110.8030007 100.6334708 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 18.43
16 Wade Dwyane Heat 2005 110.5230841 101.9915538 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 23.17
17 Ginobili Manu Spurs 2005 110.2912032 93.6020232 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 22.32
18 Mobley Cuttino Kings 2005 110.2550336 109.7022095 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 14.90
19 Jones Eddie Heat 2005 110.2166127 99.71989012 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 13.59
20 Thomas Kenny Kings 2005 110.0457511 109.7947839 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 18.90
21 Haslem Udonis Heat 2005 109.9833509 100.3610581 108.24 99.80837612 8.43231937 15.55
22 Najera Eduardo Nuggets 2005 109.7357508 103.63893 103.44 100.7414165 2.696981817 12.50
23 Bibby Mike Kings 2005 109.4911644 106.3991701 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 19.19
49
24 Howard Josh Mavs 2005 109.4658227 100.3229801 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 15.80
25 Walker Antoine Celtics 2005 109.1906464 108.0035501 104.83 103.3242471 1.509412762 15.40
26 Miller Brad Kings 2005 109.1554114 104.2068558 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 20.71
27 Hoiberg Fred Timberwolves 2005 109.0995106 103.2189553 104.92 103.7132392 1.208869295 16.77
28 Tinsley Jamaal Pacers 2005 109.0318669 105.1931703 102.44 101.9011489 0.534966231 18.57
29 Bradley Shawn Mavs 2005 109.0010114 97.8958189 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 10.94
30 Stojakovic Peja Kings 2005 108.8871659 106.7609863 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 17.29
31 Williamson Corliss Kings 2005 108.8281924 106.7721078 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 15.40
32 Fortson Danny Sonics 2005 108.7712614 105.4580056 108.06 106.0688799 1.994373041 16.91
33 LaFrentz Raef Celtics 2005 108.5499473 105.4783458 104.83 103.3242471 1.509412762 17.34
34 Marshall Donyell Raptors 2005 108.492647 107.0608341 104.53 105.8510367 -1.319015012 19.92
35 Duncan Tim Spurs 2005 108.4322781 91.28153679 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 27.13
36 James Mike Rockets 2005 108.4051673 95.39943264 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 17.40
37 Horry Robert Spurs 2005 108.3760376 96.30229268 104.87 95.79445428 9.074061231 14.89
38 Atkins Chucky Lakers 2005 108.2444066 111.6972838 104.89 108.0102181 -3.115747502 10.09
39 Payton Gary Celtics 2005 108.2321831 106.6904507 104.8336599 103.3242471 1.509412762 15.18
40 Cassell Sam Timberwolves 2005 107.8975471 103.9032018 104.92 103.7132392 1.208869295 18.62
41 Van Horn Keith Mavs 2005 107.8393301 98.67112135 107.46 101.0427757 6.422101624 16.90
42 Pierce Paul Celtics 2005 107.8342934 104.2144161 104.8336599 103.3242471 1.509412762 21.82
43 Griffin Eddie Timberwolves 2005 107.7907852 103.7783758 104.92 103.7132392 1.208869295 15.96
44 Jamison Antawn Wizards 2005 107.7465025 105.3197173 104.02 104.2365317 -0.215548268 16.90
45 Barry Jon Rockets 2005 107.6601948 95.069785 103.21 98.88674586 4.319040861 14.00
46 Szczerbiak Wally Timberwolves 2005 107.6445182 105.8312268 104.92 103.7132392 1.208869295 17.11
47 Jackson Jim Suns 2005 107.6422366 106.9253817 111.90 103.7481627 8.151184774 11.40
48 Cook Brian Lakers 2005 107.5691573 104.6774874 104.89 108.0102181 -3.115747502 14.09
49 Webber Chris Kings 2005 107.3301839 105.7941387 107.53 105.0475287 2.477857649 20.90
50 Vujacic Sasha Lakers 2005 107.2295674 106.1191169 104.89 108.0102181 -3.115747502 8.85
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Table 20: Table 20 lists the top 50 players in PER and various other individual and team variables for the 2005 regular season.  The key displays the 
prevalence of players in a variety of combinations of individual measures, including: PER, Individual Offensive Efficiency, and Individual Defensive 
Efficiency. The green, red and purple players are of particular importance for this table
Blue = Top 50 Ind. Off./ 
Deff. Eff.
Red = Top 50 Ind. 
Off/Def Eff AND PER
Green = Top 50 PER 
AND Ind. Off Eff
Purple = Top 50 PER 
AND Ind. Def. Eff
4 2 17 1
Rank Player Team Year Ind. O. Eff. Ind. D. Eff. Team O-Eff Team D-Eff Net Team PER
1 Garnett Kevin Timberwolves 2005 106.4241734 104.4478115 104.9221085 103.7132392 1.208869295 28.35
2 Duncan Tim Spurs 2005 108.4322781 91.28153679 104.87 95.79 9.07 27.13
3 O'Neal Shaquille Heat 2005 112.244523 100.9118694 108.2406955 99.80837612 8.43231937 26.95
4 Stoudemire Amare Suns 2005 114.9289755 103.8069014 111.8993474 103.7481627 8.151184774 26.69
5 Nowitzki Dirk Mavs 2005 110.8626728 100.6909325 107.46 101.04 6.42 26.18
6 James LeBron Cavs 2005 104.2884975 101.9676013 103.21 102.49 0.73 25.75
7 Carter Vince Nets 2005 104.205824 101.0769062 98.3061339 100.3852559 -2.07912202 24.50
8 Kirilenko Andrei Jazz 2005 103.6885076 101.5236478 101.05 106.97 -5.92 24.45
9 Bryant Kobe Lakers 2005 106.6980617 109.6380995 104.8944706 108.0102181 -3.115747502 23.28
10 Iverson Allen 76ers 2005 103.3594887 103.0603987 100.76 101.45 -0.69 23.23
11 Ming Yao Rockets 2005 105.0526459 102.3033596 103.21 98.89 4.32 23.22
12 Wade Dwyane Heat 2005 110.5230841 101.9915538 108.2406955 99.80837612 8.43231937 23.17
13 McGrady Tracy Rockets 2005 105.4029118 100.6097183 103.21 98.89 4.32 22.95
14 O'Neal Jermaine Pacers 2005 103.289508 102.6470497 102.44 101.90 0.53 22.85
15 Gasol Pau Grizzlies 2005 105.0808203 100.7025462 102.54 99.86 2.68 22.57
16 Brand Elton Clippers 2005 104.9909541 102.2091273 102.22 103.40 -1.18 22.54
17 Ginobili Manu Spurs 2005 110.2912032 93.6020232 104.87 95.79 9.07 22.32
18 Nash Steve Suns 2005 117.8515564 104.3333772 111.8993474 103.7481627 8.151184774 22.06
19 Marbury Stephon Knicks 2005 107.0463736 108.4400335 103.00 106.52 -3.52 21.93
20 Pierce Paul Celtics 2005 107.8342934 104.2144161 104.8336599 103.3242471 1.509412762 21.82
21 Marion Shawn Suns 2005 115.2691013 104.0754956 111.8993474 103.7481627 8.151184774 21.76
22 Hughes Larry Wizards 2005 106.3905745 104.3804401 104.0209834 104.2365317 -0.215548268 21.63
23 Davis Baron Hornets 2005 102.8821719 106.8637002 95.93607789 105.0756137 -9.139535765 21.40
51
24 Arenas Gilbert Wizards 2005 106.4569628 104.9277187 104.0209834 104.2365317 -0.215548268 21.29
25 Webber Chris Kings 2005 107.3301839 105.7941387 107.53 105.05 2.48 20.90
26 Allen Ray Sonics 2005 110.8177142 106.6412374 108.0632529 106.0688799 1.994373041 20.90
27 Miller Brad Kings 2005 109.1554114 104.2068558 107.53 105.05 2.48 20.71
28 Davis Baron Warriors 2005 111.1814107 105.7309446 101.91 103.96 -2.04 20.40
29 Hill Grant Magic 2005 103.5797598 103.6854605 102.1225471 104.2135028 -2.090955736 20.09
30 Marshall Donyell Raptors 2005 108.492647 107.0608341 104.5320217 105.8510367 -1.319015012 19.92
31 Maggette Corey Clippers 2005 105.082621 105.9392522 102.22 103.40 -1.18 19.91
32 Gooden Drew Cavs 2005 105.7039423 103.3672911 103.21 102.49 0.73 19.77
33 Ilgauskus Zydrunas Cavs 2005 103.7455139 101.2555329 103.21 102.49 0.73 19.55
34 Kidd Jason Nets 2005 105.9397893 101.3287026 98.3061339 100.3852559 -2.07912202 19.55
35 Lewis Rashard Sonics 2005 111.3213059 105.4473313 108.0632529 106.0688799 1.994373041 19.45
36 Bibby Mike Kings 2005 109.4911644 106.3991701 107.53 105.05 2.48 19.19
37 Boozer Carlos Jazz 2005 105.4461496 109.8390501 101.05 106.97 -5.92 19.18
38 Billups Chauncey Pistons 2005 103.7027707 96.56608183 102.78 97.94 4.84 19.05
39 Richardson Jason Warriors 2005 103.5216221 106.0134955 101.91 103.96 -2.04 18.98
40 Okur Mehmet Jazz 2005 100.8495641 106.8397976 101.05 106.97 -5.92 18.95
41 Thomas Kenny Kings 2005 110.0457511 109.7947839 107.53 105.05 2.48 18.90
42 Francis Steve Magic 2005 103.2641747 103.9307288 102.1225471 104.2135028 -2.090955736 18.88
43 Abdur-Rahim Shareef Trail Blazers 2005 101.5511238 107.3796331 100.07 104.46 -4.39 18.72
44 Randolph Zach Trail Blazers 2005 98.71931945 101.9016967 100.07 104.46 -4.39 18.68
45 Cassell Sam Timberwolves 2005 107.8975471 103.9032018 104.9221085 103.7132392 1.208869295 18.62
46 Tinsley Jamaal Pacers 2005 109.0318669 105.1931703 102.44 101.90 0.53 18.57
47 Andersen Chris Hornets 2005 96.4266578 99.77375985 95.93607789 105.0756137 -9.139535765 18.54
48 Terry Jason Mavs 2005 110.8030007 100.6334708 107.46 101.04 6.42 18.43
49 Redd Michael Bucks 2005 104.8598764 108.4470103 103.44 106.73 -3.29 18.30
50 Gadzuric Dan Bucks 2005 103.3825372 105.3901984 103.44 106.73 -3.29 18.11
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